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Titanium angles
and blue sky. The
mountain-like metal
peaks of the Denver
Art Museum.
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Downtown Denver and
the Denver Art Museum’s
new addition designed
by Daniel Libeskind. above
Toxic Schizophrenia, by Tim
Noble and Sue Webster,
outside the Museum of
Contemporary Art Denver.
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Colorado, glass
artist Dale Chihuly’s
interpretation of local
skies and sunsets, at
the Denver Botanic
Gardens. below left
The giant chair and
horse of The Yearling,
outside the Denver
Children’s Museum.

s the elevator doors
open I’m greeted by a
young girl with her arm
outstretched, clutching
a spray of yellow flowers
in her hand. Behind her
is a dun-coloured horse,
at least 16 hands high,
staring at a pile of rowboats that looks like
a many-petalled flower. It’s like I’ve stepped
through a portal into a different universe.
This tableau isn’t a tired-traveller
daydream, but rather the fourth floor
main lobby of The Art, Denver’s five-star
gallery-esque hotel, which opened last
June in the Colorado capital. The girl, the
horse and boats are real, but only artfully
so. Singer, as the girl is called, is a bronze
sculpture by Kiki Smith. She welcomes
guests who have already been entertained
by Oliver Michaels’ Tube Balloon Thing or
Revolution videos playing on continuous
loops in the elevators. Otter, the horse, is
imagined from driftwood pieced together
like a giant Jenga game. But even that’s an
artful deception. The sun-bleached wood
is actually cast bronze, the handiwork of
sculptor Deborah Butterfield. And the
jumble of boats is Collage, a print of Nancy
Rubins’ Real McCoy: a massive sculpture
composed of vessels that exemplifies her
signature of using salvaged materials.
These provocative and playful pieces
are part of a serious collection composed
by the Art’s in-house curator. A wing of
the Fire restaurant is decked with John
Baldessari’s Eight Soups screen prints, a
mash-up of Matisse (Goldfish and Sculpture)
and Warhol (Soup Cans) whose work graces
the hotel too. So do pieces by noted artists
Josef Albers, Frank Gehry and Clyfford
Still, the Abstract Expressionist whose
eponymous museum sits among seven
others in addition to 50-plus galleries
in downtown Denver’s Golden Triangle
Museum District.
When I gaze out my window the next
morning I spy the mountain-like metal
peaks of the Denver Art Museum, which I’ll
visit this afternoon as part of my art-filled
day. Then I spot a playful throwback on the
table in my modern room: a kaleidoscope.
I make my own art as I turn the toy and
watch the tumbling pieces settle into
shapes that paint the slate sky with fanciful
flowers.
At the Denver Botanic Gardens, the
sky has turned cerulean on this cloudless
June morning. Yet, strangely, the sun is

Lobby of the Art Hotel, with Otter, by
Deborah Butterfield. above left The Big
Sweep art installation outside the Denver
Art Museum, in which the dustpan’s
angle echoes the shape of the distant
mountains. above right The four-story
El Pomar Grand Atrium in the Denver Art
Museum’s Frederic C. Hamilton Building.

The Science Pyramid rises amidst plants and
reflecting pools at the Denver Botanic Gardens.

Refuel with a bottle of locally
brewed Corvus hopped coffee.

setting too. The gleaming rays of yellow,
orange and red radiating from the orb
in front of me is Colorado, glass artist
Dale Chihuly’s interpretation of Denver’s
skies and sunsets. In 2014 his self-titled
exhibit transformed the 24-acre urban
garden into a Seussian landscape of glass
spires, floats and curlicues, along with
Colorado (now in the garden’s permanent
collection), composed of 700 icicle-like
rods rising almost four metres high. It’s also
reminiscent of the yucca, one of the native
plants that thrive in this arid climate.
“This is a living museum. We are here
to curate plants,” says Tiffany Coleman,
the garden’s brand manager. The canvas
is constantly repainted here as the plants
and visiting art collections cycle through
the seasons. Through summer and into
fall, Barry Flanagan’s bronze-and-limestone
Harebell on Portland Stone Piers will grace
the garden as part of the “Stories in
Sculpture” exhibition. Just one of Deborah
Butterfield’s bronze equine beauties will
join the leaping hare, but on my visit
there’s a stable of 15 horses hidden under
shade trees and standing among red-hot
pokers, the Science Pyramid rising from
the Four Towers Pool behind.
Here, still life meets science: inside the
pyramid, touch screens and videos invite
people to see the world of plants through
a scientific lens. I prefer my own looking
glass and continue strolling to unexpected
landscapes: through a moon gate, around
the lily pad-filled Monet pool and past
dwarf conifers where I stop to chat with
one of many artists painting en plein air.
My fantastical journey continues at
Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA)
Denver, which promotes creative
experimentation with art and ideas
through its rotating collection and
events. Designed by acclaimed architect
David Adjaye, the building blurs interior
and exterior worlds with windows
and a rooftop deck that look into
the shape-shifting Lower Downtown
“LoDo” neighbourhood that was once
the epicentre of Colorado’s gold rush,
industrial era and most recently, skid row.
Inside the museum I’m surrounded
by outsized Canadian landscapes, but
the vibe is more funhouse than woodsy
walk. Case in point: I’m face-to-face with a
gentle giant, Sasquatch #2. The three-metre
painting is one of many darkly comic
portraitures in Alberta-born artist Kim
Dorland’s “Every Day Monsters” exhibition.
In his artist’s statement, Dorland describes
how this mythical monster represents
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if you go
primal fear. “It’s a way for people to place
their fear on something. I’ve always thought
that Sasquatch is a nice representation of
the artist; the loner.”
Toxic Schizophrenia (a revolving heart
pierced with a dagger) outside the entrance
of MCA Denver is its only permanent piece.
Non-collecting art museums can be risky
ventures since they’re constantly seeking
collections to lure visitors, but it also gives
MCA Denver freedom to shape the local art

Paris

scene in a city whose
Old West roots run
deep.
The trifecta
of beer, sports
and beef are still
institutions. Nearby
craft beer pioneer
Wynkoop Brewing put
down stakes here in 1988
long before Coors Field

Plan your trip: denver.org.
STAY: The Art Hotel, thearthotel.com. The hotel gives guided gallery tours on Saturdays. VISIT: Denver
Botanic Gardens, botanicgardens.org;
Denver Museum of Contemporary Art,
mcadenver.org; Denver Art Museum,
denverartmuseum.org. SAMPLE: Corvus
hopped coffee, corvuscoffee.com; the
Rocky Mountain Oyster Stout
at Wynkoop Brewing,
wynkoop.com.
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(just a stone’s
throw beyond)
was built. It still
serves signature
brews like
Patty’s Chile
Beer and the
Rocky Mountain
Oyster Stout
made with—you
guessed it—roasted
bull testicles. Sitting in
MCA Denver’s rooftop cafe, I’m
contentedly sipping another kind of local
cold brew: Corvus hopped coffee, laced
with Colorado-grown Cascade hops.
Back outside, I return to the Golden
Triangle on the free shuttle that travels the
mile-long spine of 16th Street Mall, where
artful touches include architect I. M. Pei’s
pavers placed in the pattern of a rattlesnake’s back. When I approach the Denver
Art Museum (DAM), I start to wonder if the
hopped coffee potion has made me shrink
like Alice in her wonderland. A giant’s
dustpan and broom rise 35 feet beside
me. It’s Big Sweep, one delightful example
of Claes Oldenburg’s and Coosje van
Bruggen’s whimsical work of super-sized
everyday objects. The dustpan’s angles
echo those of the distant mountains. So
do the knife edges of the museum’s Daniel
Libeskind–designed Frederic C. Hamilton
Building.
“It took some time to figure out how
to hang art when no structural walls are
at 90 degrees,” says Marty Corren, one
of the museum’s docents. Permanent
collections at the DAM include American
Indian and Western masterpieces, plus
Warhol’s provocative The American Indian.
Its subject is Native American activist
and actor, Russell Means. The silk screen
immortalizes the man described as
blurring the lines of societal status.
My muse of the moment is a longrunning installation whose days are
fleeting: Fox Games. Sandy Skoglund’s
surrealist room is painted fire-engine red,
complete with bistro-style tables and
chairs and 23 dark grey foxes sculpted out
of clay running amok. As I walk through
the installation of frolicking foxes, Corren
asks a question: “Did you see the red
fox?” I want to go back for a second look
but another portal into another art-filled
universe awaits.

